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Our cover photo this issue shows two
soldiers carefully studying a map. We
can imagine that they are carefully
plotting their course on a practice
exercise, or perhaps they are in the
battlefield and working out their
strategy for an attack on their enemy.
They will use a compass to determine
which direction they are facing and
where they need to turn to in order to
head the right way to their target
destination. Today, most of us will
use GPS, such as our cars SatNav or
Google Maps, to direct us to where we
want to go and we tend not to use a
map as much as we used to. However,
if we make a mistake with our SatNav,
or it makes a mistake, we can end up
miles away from where we had hoped
to be! Whether it be a paper map or a
digital map, both methods rely on
basing their guidance on where true
north is, that constant point where all
other directions are referenced to.
There would be no south, east or west
without true north.
How often have we thought that we
knew where we were going, only to
find out we were heading in the wrong
direction? On a recent family holiday, I
was convinced that we were walking
along the right street to get where we
wanted to go. Then one of my sons
delighted in pointing out that we were
walking in the opposite direction to
that which we should have been! I had
read the map wrongly and been too
hasty to assume that I was already
pointing in the right direction before
setting off. A lesson had been
learned, not only for that day, but also
for life! The old Irish saying came to
mind, “If you were going there, I
wouldn’t be starting from here”. In
society today, the quest is for the
quickest and easiest solution. Punch
in the coordinates and a couple of
seconds later the route appears on

the screen. The computer does all the
work and we do not even need a map,
we do not even need to think where
we are, where we are going to and
how we are going to get there. It is all
figured out for us. This is all very well
until we get into difficult territory,
(high rise buildings in our case), and
the SatNav stops working as efficiently
as we expect it to.
I often think that the Bible is the ‘true
north” for our lives. Just like the true
north that the compass seeks out, the
Bible stays in the same place,
unmoving, the one constant that we
can count on to be where we expect it
to be. The Word of God has guided
people through the journeys of life for
countless generations. On whatever
journey in life we are headed, the
Bible will give us the best directions.
Sometimes it will not give us clear and
precise directions, just as our SatNav
sometimes will, but if we study it and
ask God to lead us through it, the
best route for our lives will be
revealed by Him in its pages. It may
not tell us explicitly what to do, and
we will need to think carefully on what
it tells us and how we take its
guidance, but God will lead us
through it and reveal the paths we
should take from it's pages.
A large part of the work in the Sandes
Centres
involves
offering
and
distributing
Bibles
and
New
Testaments & Psalms, along with
other Christian literature, to all of the
soldiers who come in through our
doors to find space and calm in their
busy lives. As we seek God’s guidance
for our own lives, pray that each Bible
we give out will become the map to
the true north to the soldier that
reads it, and that he or she will find
the blessing of their salvation through
its pages.

FOCUS
on

Holywood
Ephesians 5:16 - Redeeming the
time, because the days are evil.
We are challenged here to take
advantage of every opportunity,
because the days are evil. As time
runs out, let us look for and pray for
those Divine appointments.
Once again Marlene and I would like
to express our thanks to all those
who earnestly and fervently pray for
us and the work here at Holywood.
The days are very changeable, one
day we can be busy the next quiet,
as the regiment are continually on
manoeuvres. However, we praise

God for those divine appointments
we have with those who would come
into the Centre, whether they are
from 1 Scots and their families,
those who belong to the attached
regiments, or even civilian workers
or civilians who visit the camp for
one reason or another, all are made
welcome.
Divine
appointments
through
brunch:
Through another opportunity we
were asked to host a familys'
brunch, these have become very
popular events and are well
supported by everyone on camp. It

Soldiers and their families enjoying a family brunch

was encouraging as some of the
parents took the time to enquire
about the Good News Club, which
is held on a Wednesday evening,
and through these conversations,
several
Good
News
Club
invitations were taken, resulting
in several boys and girls coming
along to club.
Divine appointments through one
off specials:
We
thank
God
for
the
opportunities to hold these
specials with the youth club, - we
are now preparing, planning and
looking forward to holding an
Easter special, as well the Holiday
Bible Club at the end of June.
These joint clubs continue to be a
real blessing as most of the boys
and girls do not attend our own
club. Our thanks go to Natalie,
the youth club leader, for hosting

these events and to Roberta
Sherlock, and Julie Fenton, the
fulltime C.E.F workers, who
faithfully give of their time and
talents to minister to the boys
and girls. Please continue to pray
with us for these vital ministries
of both special clubs and the
Good News Club, that the Word
of God would do a work in these
young hearts.
Divine appointments through
practical help:
It is always good to lend a
helping hand; several young
solders that were new on camp
came into the centre for the first
time looking for help. They
needed information about some
of the local shops. cinemas, how
to get to Belfast and a good
mechanic. I was able to help on
all points, and now Sandes has

Soldiers relaxing in Sandes

become their home from home. It
has been good over the last few
months to build on that first
encounter.

Pray with us for these divine
appointments and for the Bibles
and booklets that have been given
out.

Divine
appointments
through
spiritual help:
Some of the lads over the last
months have shared about health
issues. During the course of these
conversations we got on to the
subject of prayer. I offered to pray
for them. one of the lads came
back and thanked me for my
concern and for praying for him, he
was so relieved when he received a
clean
bill
of
health!
These
opportunities give me a chance to
share my faith and how God has
worked in my life, as well as to give
out some Bibles and other literature.

Ephesians 5: 6 serves as a reminder
to the importance and urgency of
the work of Sandes and others who
seek to reach the soldiers and their
families with the Gospel message.
Thank you for your continued
interest and prayerful support for
us here in Holywood. Every
Blessing.

Chris & Marlene Wilkinson

Julie, Roberta and Chris with some of the Good News Club children.
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Harrogate
“All for Jesus” by Mandate is playing
in the Sandes kitchen as I sit to
write our report and it just really
reminds us why we love Sandes and
the work so much.
This year we see 150 years of this
amazing work, and over these years
there have been thousands upon
thousands of soldiers who have
passed through our Homes and
Centres. Every one of them loved
and cared for and still today the
work is ongoing and the HEART of
Sandes unchanging, what a mighty
God we serve!
Sunday 10th March, was the
Reception day when the first of the
new intake arrived, all 266 of them.
From day one until they pass off

these young boys and girls are on
an exciting path and a great
journey. We at Sandes are part of
that too. A few young men had
arrived on their own and had
already said their goodbyes to
families, four of them where sitting
together and one was sitting alone.
After some cake, sweets and chat
from Sally and Maryjane, “Jack”
moved over to the other lads and
they soon all became friends. It is
always a great pleasure to meet the
families and get to chat with some
old soldiers who have served in the
past some remembering being in a
Sandes Centre. We really can’t wait
for them to come when they get
their
induction
to
Sandes
Harrogate.

Some new recruits enjoying the food and craic in Sandes!

One of the things that Sandes is
known for is it's wonderful food!
Everyone has their favourite and
like it this way and that, but Sandes
is not a café or a business, Sandes
is the soldiers’ friend and we are
part of the Commanding Officer's
front line welfare and work closely
with the chaplaincy and the Padre.
When our soldiers say “I feel so at
home here in Sandes” we know we
are doing it right.
As I mentioned before the new
intake reception day we were
blessed by a lovely new stand
showing all the photos of the young
soldiers chilling in the Centre which
looks wonderful. We were delighted
to learn the Sandes team would
also be a feature on the new stand.
When the photo was taken of us on
one of the busiest Fridays for a
long while, we were not quite
looking our best and we sort of
looked like a gang from Britain’s
most wanted! But it’s all about the
soldiers who use the Centre, they
all look amazing and we are very
grateful to be blessed with a new
stand provided by the College at no
cost to Sandes.
We had a wee disaster when one of
our very loved but old fridges
decided to give up at a time when it
was needed most. We had been
asked to provide a buffet and
needed the fridge to store the food
safely. A few weeks before, Sandes
Harrogate had been given a very
generous donation from (Emmalee)
Bombardier Lax, who is a great
supporter of Sandes. Emmalee’s
very generous donation enabled us
through our Head Office to

purchase a new fridge and it was
very much appreciated. It makes
our lives so much easier!

Bombardier Lax and our new fridge!
Our roots go much deeper and
have stood the test of time. We
always strive to keep the main
thing the main thing. We are
looking forward to our Sandes
conference in a few weeks this one
being a special one by the beautiful
Mourne
mountains,
what
a
blessing!
Our team are all well and looking
forward to a new season with a wee
spring in our step and with the
beautiful Mourne mountains in
mind we wonder how many
mountains are ahead of us but we
will not worry for we KNOW who is
holding our rope.
Thank you everyone for your
support and encouragement from
around the Sandes family and here
at the Army Foundation College.

Jim & Maryjane
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Pirbright
A time for everything …

season they believe God is calling
them into.

For many, Ecclesiastes 3:1 - 8 is a
well-known passage of Scripture.
For us as a team in Pirbright, we
have
come
to
understand
something of what the writer was
eluding to when he penned these
very meaningful words.

A time to say ‘Hello’ …
We welcome two new staff onto our
Pirbright team.
Kusum and
Amanda are two wonderful ladies
eager to maintain the ethos and
values of the Sandes mission.

A time to say farewell …
As a team we celebrated the hard
work and input of the two years
that Martin and Deise contributed
to the Sandes Pirbright Centre. We
shared a wonderful lunch together
and prayed that God would richly
bless them as they enter the new

A time to work hard …
As the number of intakes grow in
the camp, so too our service and
our busyness grows. We cannot
speak
more
highly
of
the
committed team we have that daily
give of their best to serve all who
come through the centre.

The Sandes Pirbright family say "Farewell" to Martin & Deise

The morning shift seems to be
breaking record production of
breakfasts, baps, toasties – actually
everything on the menu, but all
being done with a smile. Adding to
the wonderful spirit of working
hard with excellence, new items are
being trialled on the menu.
Pancakes with bacon and maple
syrup and pulled pork with coleslaw
have just been a couple of ideas the
team are experimenting with.

A time to relax …
We cannot but notice how much
more the Centre is being used as a
place just to relax. Recruits come
as soon as the Centre opens and
enjoy being there close to closing
time. Board games, playing pool
and watching TV are just some of
the ways they seem to unwind and
of course, share a story or two with
the team.
One recruit fell fast
asleep on the couch, while another
said, “This just feels like home!”

Relaxing after a busy day!
A time to celebrate …
We just love birthdays in Pirbright,
and we have loved celebrating them
with the special people connected
to the centre.
Pirbright’s famous birthday bear is
certainly doing the rounds as we all
join in to sing ‘Happy Birthday’ to
one and all. It has been amazing to
see how Katie makes cup-cakes
and scones just when they are
needed for such times as these.

Tasty treats prepared by Katie!

And finally,
remembering
about.....

a time to keep
what this is all

We are truly excited about the
increase of troops being introduced
to the ministry of Sandes and
eagerly share the history of this
wonderful mission with all. We are
now happy to be part of the
introductory tour given to the new
recruits.
But more than that, we are just
happy to share the love of the Lord
Jesus with all who come through
the centre …
Ecclesiastes 3 continues:
"He has made everything beautiful
in its time. He has also set eternity
in the human heart; yet no one can
fathom what God has done from
beginning to end. I know that there
is nothing better for people than to
be happy and to do good while they

live. That each of them may eat and
drink and find satisfaction in all
their toil-this is the gift of God. I
know that everything God does will
endure forever; nothing can be
added to it and nothing taken from
it. God does it so that people will
fear Him."
We look forward to what God is
going to continue to do through
this wonderful ministry. All glory
to Him for 150 years of providing
friendship and support for the
military community as a witness
and practical expression of the
Christian faith.

James & Michelle Loubser

Soldiers brought in to Sandes on their Introductory tour

Prayer Diary
12th-14th April
17th May
31st May
21st June

Sandes Annual Conference - Glenada, Newcastle
Sandes Prayer Meeting
Sandes A.G.M.
Sandes Day of Prayer

Prayer Requests
Pray that we could continue to build a good and strong
team in Sandes in all positions.
Pray for divine wisdom for the planning of the way
forward for Sandes in all areas of its operations.
Pray for the Head Office team as they provide support to
the Centres
Give thanks for the Life of Mr. Sam Irons who was
called home on February 27, 2019.

Please pray for our Superintendents and Support Workers:
Jim and Mary Jane McCracken
Mark and Sally Nieuwoudt

Harrogate
Harrogate

Chris and Marlene Wilkinson

Holywood

Trevor & Jan Pinkerton
Jason & Collette Andriychuk

Lisburn/Ballykinlar
Lisburn/Ballykinlar

James and Michelle Loubser

Pirbright

And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of
prayers and requests. With this in mind, be alert and
always keep on praying for all the Lord's people.
Ephesians 6:18

April 2019
Please pray for:
1

the safety of our soldiers on
deployment

16 Trevor and Jan and their team in
Lisburn

2

for our Vice Presidents and others
working behind the scenes to create
this platform for Sandes outreach

17 Chris and Marlene and their team in
Holywood

3

James and Michelle and their team in
Pirbright

18 God's leading for the future of
Sandes

4

Jim and Mary Jane and their team in
Harrogate

19 the value of Sandes to be recognised
and supported by all of those within
the welfare elements of the Army

5

final preparations for the Annual
Conference next week

20 a growth in the support base of
Sandes

6

wisdom on new initiatives or
opportunities presented to Sandes

7

divine inspiration for Padres taking
services today

21 a sense of freshness and newness for
those who encounter the message of
hope in Sandes

8

9

renewed commitment and
expectation for everyone at the
upcoming conference
a secure spiritual climate on camps
and especially in our Sandes Centres

22 protection for our troops serving and
training throughout the world
23 opportunities with recruits coming
into Sandes on Saturday evenings
24 encouragement for Christians in the
Armed Forces to share their faith

10 the right people to come forward as
a Support Couple for Pirbright

25 Sandes to be relevant to todays
soldiers

11 good rapport with all soldiers
coming to the Centres

26 Bibles, literature and dog tags being
distributed through our centres

12 Those travelling to the Sandes
Annual Conference

27 wisdom for the Sandes Committee

13 The Sandes Annual Conference and
the speaker Val English
14 Those travelling home from the
Sandes Annual Conference
15 the right people to come forward as
volunteers in Lisburn

28 fresh ideas and effective ways for
outreach within and beyond the
Sandes Centres
29 increased usage of the Sandes
centres with opportunities to impact
lives
30 protection for Sandes against
spiritual attack

Then He spoke to them, that men always ought to pray
and not lose heart. Luke 18:1

May 2019
Please pray for:
1.

opportunities to assist the other
welfare agencies within the military
in caring for people

2.

people to prayerfully consider
supporting Sandes through their
legacy planning

3.

Bibles, literature and dog tags being
distributed through our Centres

4.

Trevor and Jan and their team in
Lisburn

5.

Godly inspiration for Padres taking
services today in the Garrison
Churches

6.

new opportunities for outreach in
each of our Centres

7.

the Commanding Officers on camps
where we have Sandes Centres

8.

a breakthrough as we see people
being saved within the military
community

9.

encouragement and blessing for all
Sandes supporters

16. Sandes to know a fresh anointing as
we face the challenges of this age
17. the Sandes Prayer Meeting today
18. Chris and Marlene and their team in
Holywood
19. rest and restoration of all the
workers of Sandes
20. those in the Sandes family who need
a healing touch from the Lord
21. opportunities with wives and children
on all of the camps
22. the planning for the 150th
Anniversary Service
23. the value of Sandes to be recognised
within the Army
24. the safety of our soldiers on
deployment
25. good rapport with soldiers coming in
to our Centres
26. James and Michelle and their team in
Pirbright

10. courage and confidence for
Christians serving in the Armed
Forces

27. continued increased usage of all
Sandes Centres and opportunities to
impact lives

11. Godly volunteers for our Centres

28. wisdom for the Sandes Committee

12. local fellowships and spiritual
support for all our workers in Sandes

29. the Lord's financial provision for the
work of Sandes

13. our Vice Presidents working behind
the scenes to support Sandes

30. settled and committed teams in
Sandes

14. funding requests would be fruitful

31. the Sandes A.G.M. today

15. Jim and Maryjane and their team in
Harrogate
The effective, fervent prayer of a righteous man avails
much. James 5:16

June 2019
Please pray for:
1.

those soldiers who come to Sandes
with life issues

15. wisdom on any new initiatives or
opportunities presented to Sandes

2.

that more and more people will catch
the vision for Sandes

16. hope for those in the military
suffering emotional distress

3.

soldiers and their families suffering
from the consequences of conflict

17. James and Michelle and their team in
Pirbright

4.

conviction of the Holy Spirit to
awaken people within the military
community from spiritual apathy and
unbelief

18. people to prayerfully consider
supporting Sandes through their
legacy planning

5.

opportunities to witness despite the
busyness of running the Centres

6.

funding to replace some worn out
furniture in the Centres

7.

God centred unity and single
purpose throughout the work of
Sandes

8.
9.

for a breakthrough in the work in
Holywood
a deep revelation of God's love to all
attending garrison services today

10. Trevor and Jan and their team in
Lisburn
11. encouragement for Christians in the
Armed Forces to live and share their
faith
12. Sandes to remain both financially
solvent and spiritually effective

19. soldiers and their families to come to
a living faith in Jesus
20. a new generation of faithful Sandes
supporters to arise
21. the Sandes Day of Prayer today
22. thanksgiving for all our volunteers
23. good and supportive relationships
with Padres on the camps
24. the young recruits in Harrogate
25. Jim and Maryjane and their team in
Harrogate
26. the continued increase in footfall
throughout our Centres
27. all the little seeds of faith planted
through Sandes, that they would
grow and bear fruit
28. wisdom for new initiatives

13. the marriages and families of those
working in Sandes

29. God's favour and blessing on all
Christian ministries to the military

14. Chris and Marlene and their team in
Holywood

30. fresh ideas and effective ways for
outreach within and beyond the
Sandes Centres on the camps

Let my prayer be set before You as incense, the lifting of
my hands as the evening sacrifice. Psalm 141:2
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Lisburn & Ballykinlar
This last quarter have been a really
blessed time in Sandes Lisburn as we
have started some new staff and they
are all working well. They are all wives
of soldiers and have fitted into the
team we have here, we praise God for
Victoria, Fiona and Hannah who along
with Illy and our volunteers certainly
make our work much easier and they
feel part of our team. We have also had
the blessing of having Miss Martha
Thomson volunteering with us for the
whole of the month of March. We have
known Martha since she was 5 years
old. When we started in Sandes 14

years ago Martha’s dad was 2 I.C. of
the Royal Green Jackets then came
back as Colonel of 2 Rifles and again
was Brigadier of 38 Brigade in Northern
Ireland. He and his wife Hils and their 5
children have been a real blessing to
many in the Sandes family over the
years and it is great that Martha has
given up this month of her gap year to
help us in this way.
We are continuing to work alongside
the chaplaincy team and have been
attending some of the prayer meetings
that are held weekly in the garrison
church in Lisburn. It is a blessing

Jan sharing about the work of Sandes at the Lisburn Missionary Convention

Soldiers on "Operation" in Sandes!
getting to know Padres Jim, Ivan,
Darren, and Heather along with all
the other part-time Padres too. They
are people who we can share with
and who understand the pressures
and concerns there is in working with
the military in a welfare capacity and
hopefully we can offer them the same
understanding and support too.
We continue to work with the welfare
departments on camp as a listening
ear and signposting service and we
are able to contribute at the Brigade
welfare meetings along with the
other welfare agencies. This is a
blessing and we continue to help
with those struggling with gambling
addictions and other social issues
that arise.
Jan has been able to help out some of
the families too with babysitting for

them and coming alongside some of
the wives who are struggling with
their husbands being away on
deployment/exercise. It is a privilege
to be trusted in these circumstances
and it is a role we do not take lightly
as we endeavour to show God’s love
in practical ways. One of the families
that Jan was able to babysit for called
in the day before I wrote this report
to say good bye. They are moving to
Pirbright and are looking forward to
getting to know the staff in Sandes
there too.
During the year we like to put a
homely
touch
on
things,
on
Valentine’s Day we made shortbread
hearts and on Pancake Day we made
pancakes to give away free to the
soldiers which always goes down well
and is another way of showing we
care.

We have seen real answers to prayers
in the last quarter too, the day after
Father’s Day last year we prayed with
a soldier who was quite upset as his
wife recently had had a miscarriage
and he was really feeling the loss. I
am delighted to say that he came in
soon after to let us know that his
wife had given birth to a beautiful
baby girl. We rejoice with them and
Praise God for this answer to prayer
and gift of new life. The wives prayer
meeting continues to meet every
Wednesday morning and is a
constant encouragement to those
who meet. Recently we have even had
soldiers asking us to pray for certain
circumstances at the next meeting.
The Army life is not always an easy
life for families and relationships.
The same problems occur as happen
“outside the wire” it is good to know
that people feel safe to share with us
and they know that we will pray for
them and the difficulties they face.
The Centre in Ballykinlar has been
open more frequently as the Army
recruitment
team
have
been
requesting us to open 3 evenings a
week on a monthly basis for the
children there on work experience.
Although this does not generate
much income it does provide a

service for the children and their
instructors and it also introduces the
children to the work of Sandes.
Some of these children and young
adults will join the Army and will
hopefully remember their time in
Sandes and come into our Centres in
the
future
as
soldiers.
The
camouflage Bibles and the Dog tags
that we have on our counters are still
popular with the cadets and the work
experience children too.
In the incoming quarter we will be
welcoming a new couple into the
work D.V. Jason and Collette
Andriychuk will be joining the Sandes
team in Northern Ireland and will be
working alongside ourselves in
Lisburn and Ballykinlar and also with
Chris and Marlene in Holywood. We
are excited to see the team
expanding and are eager to see God
use them and their gifts in many
aspects of the work.

Trevor & Jan Pinkerton

Meet the
Andriychuk family!

We are very excited to be joining
the Sandes family in supporting
the Lisburn centre by sharing
God’s love practically through
serving, encouraging and utilising
the skills that God has developed
in us over the years.

love to one another through being
united in the spirit.

God has blessed us both with
mission
experience
and
opportunities to study the Word of
God, which has deepened our
understanding of Him and the
compassion that He has for the
lost.
Additionally,
we
have
enjoyed
the
benefits
of
community living and understood
how important it is to show God’s

By this all men will know that
you are My disciples, if you love
one another. John 13:34-35

A new commandment I give you:
Love one another.
As I have loved you, so also you
must love one another.

Jason is legally trained and has
served in missions in Ukraine and
Russia as a qualified interpreter
for a South African evangelist. He
has a heart to share the good
news and serve those who suffer

injustice and is keen to use this
hands-on experience to share
God’s love.
Collette has five years of
experience working for a mission
organisation and has completed a
BA
(Hons)
in
Biblical
and
Intercultural Studies. Collette is
passionate about reaching out to
the vulnerable and the hurting
and seeing them experience true
freedom through the love of
Christ.
Our daughter Nicole was blessed
to spend three years at the Bible
college’s nursery where Collette
was studying. She was loved and
cared for by the team there so
well in her toddler years that
through this experience she came
to understand the love of God in
her own life when she was 5
years old.
We see it as a privilege to be
given this opportunity to carry
out this important work and we
were fervently praying for God’s
guidance and wisdom throughout
this journey and keep praying for
His grace and provision, a
smooth transition for us as a
family, and especially for our
daughter Nicole who is now 7
years old and who will be starting
a new school.
We are delighted at the prospect
of relocating to Lisburn and
joining Trevor and Jan and the
team there and we look forward
to seeing how God will unite us
together as a team.

We hope as a family to grow
deeper in our relationship with
God
and
to
reflect
this
throughout our time serving at
Sandes. We continue to seek God
who is our source of strength as
we carry out this role as a
support couple.
‘I can do all things through
Christ who gives me strength’.
Philippians 4:13
God bless you and keep you, and
we look forward to meeting you
all in due course!

Jason, Collette & Nicole

Commissioning Service
for the new
Mission Director
The Commissioning Service for the new Mission Director, Gary Robb was held on
16 February in Holywood Baptist Church. Over ninety friends and supporters of
Sandes came together for the service, including the McCrackens and Nieuwoudts
who had come over from the AFC Harrogate Centre for the occasion. During the
service the current Sandes Chairman, Rev. Desi Paul, decommissioned Mr.
Tommy Mearns from his service to Sandes, thanking him for the years of
dedicated service he had given to Sandes, and wishing him well for the future.
Defining "commissioning" as "The act of granting authority to undertake certain
functions", Rev. Paul committed the new Mission Director to God, trusting that
He will equip him to fulfil his calling as Mission Director for Sandes.

Mr. Tommy Mearns with
Rev. Desi Paul.

Long term friends and supporters of
Sandes, Mr. & Mrs. McCullough

Mission Director Gary Robb with
Rev. Desi Paul.

Mrs Paula-Anne Knox with former
General Secretary of Sandes,
Miss Hazel Knox MBE

Deputations

Gift Aid

Would you like someone from Sandes to
visit your church group and talk about
the work that Sandes does with the
military?

Gift Aid is a tax relief allowing UK
charities such as Sandes to reclaim an
extra 25% on every eligible donation
made by a UK tax payer.

Learn of the history of Sandes and what
goes on at each of our centres.

For every £1 that is kindly and
generously donated to further the work
of Sandes, HMRC will increase the value
of your donation by 25p (25%). This extra
amount makes a huge difference to the
work of Sandes.
When you donate, please circle "YES" on
the donation page to confirm whether or
not you are a UK taxpayer. Please note
that Gift Aid can only be reclaimed on
donations made by individuals who pay
UK income or capital gains tax at a rate
at least equal to the amount reclaimed
on their donations in the current tax
year.
If you have any queries, please contact
Sandes Head Office on 028 9050 0250 or
via email on admin@sandes.org.uk

See the materials and literature that we
distribute in the U.K. and across the
world to support our soldiers.
Join the hundreds of people who support
the work of Sandes. Stand with us as we
seek to bring Christian love and witness
to those within HM Forces.
To arrange a suitable date and time,
please contact Sandes Head Office on
028 9050 0250 or admin@sandes.org.uk

Legacy Planning
This year Sandes will be celebrating 150 years of serving God within the military
community. While there have been a lot of changes over these years in terms of the
size of our Forces and the level of welfare provided to the soldiers, the consistent
message of the Gospel has remained unchanged, and the spiritual need of it is as
great as ever. Sandes continues to maintain a very privileged position within HM
Forces, and we trust this little foothold for the Gospel will continue for as long as the
Lord wills it. Sandes is blessed with faithful and prayerful supporters who have
sustained Sandes through difficult times with both their fervent prayer and financial
support. The Mission was blessed with a significant donation last year when one of
these faithful supporters was called Home to Glory, and had named Sandes as a
beneficiary in their will. As we look to the future, we would really encourage our
supporters to consider Sandes as part of their legacy planning. You could be part of
the ongoing legacy of Sandes and help ensure the Christian witness to our future
soldiers.
If you would like or need further information about including Sandes in your legacy,
please contact the Mission Director at Sandes Head Office.

Anniversary and Thanksgiving
for 150 Years of Service
at
Lisburn Cathedral
Saturday 28th September 2019
at 3:00 pm (d.v.)
Speaker: Right Rev. C. McMullan
Music by the
Royal Irish Regiment Band
&

N.I. Military Wives Choir
(t.b.c.)
You are warmly invited to join with us as we celebrate
the 150th anniversary of Sandes, and give thanks to God
for His goodness and faithfulness to the Mission since it
was started in 1869 by Elise Sandes.

SANDES
The Soldier's friend since 1869
As a Christian Mission we depend on your prayerful and financial support to
sustain our work. Please consider making a donation or joining our mailing list.
Stand with us as we seek to bring Christian love and witness to those within the
military and help us secure this foothold for the Gospel.

Name: ..................................................................................................
Address: ..............................................................................................
.............................................................................................................
Town/City: ....................................... Post Code: .................................
I would like to help and support the work of Sandes
and enclose a donation to the value of:

£_________________

Q219

Please treat this and any future donations to Sandes as Gift Aid - Yes / No
We can claim Gift Aid on your donation if you pay Income Tax or Capital
Gains Tax. For every £1 you donate, the Inland Revenue will give us 25
pence back, effectively increasing your donation by a further 25% !
(It is important that we keep our records up to date, so please advise us if
there is any change in your tax status or address).
You can also donate by:
• Direct Debit
• Standing Order
• Payroll Giving
• Bank transfer
• Leaving a Legacy
Please contact us if you would like more information on ways to donate.
I would like to receive ............ copies of Focus at the above address.
If you would like to arrange for a speaker from Sandes for your Church
Group, please contact Sandes Head Office on 028 90 500 250.

Lisburn* *Holywood
Ballykinlar *

*Harrogate

Pirbright

*

Patron:
The Duchess of Kent
Vice Presidents:
Field Marshal The Lord Bramall K.G. G.C.B. O.B.E. M.C.
General Sir Roger Wheeler G.C.B. C.B.E.
General The Lord Dannatt G.C.B. C.B.E. M.C. D.L.
Major General R J Porter M.B.E.
Major General A N Carlier C.B. O.B.E. B.Sc.
Brigadier R Thomson C.B.E.. D.S.O.
Col. R G R Hall M.B.E. Q.G.M.
Air Commodore D N Case MsC MRAes RAF
Council:
Chairman: Rev. Desi Paul
Vice-Chairman: Mr. William Johnston
Mr. Wesley Ballantine
Mr. Norman Boyd
Mr. William Clauson
Mrs. Paula-Anne Knox
Dr. Richard Murphy
Major General R J Porter M.B.E.
Mrs. Joan Scott
Mr. Peter Shields
Mission Director:
Mr Gary Robb
SANDES SOLDIERS' & AIRMEN'S CENTRES
Unit 7, 30 Island Street, Belfast BT4 1DH
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